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                                    “Lee Taemin was rumored to have done the plastic surgery,” this was what the media said once. Apparently, this has come as one of many rumors of Korean artists to get their look changed. Indeed, plastic surgery has been much attributed to the realm of artist and celebs. In Korea, this cosmetic surgery scandals have been so extensively rumored on many artists. This has somehow created the image that most of the artists in Korea had been successful in gaining the success and fame they have today through the rumored knife work. As a corollary, there had been so much buzz on this very issue, presumably much more intense in other countries. One of many artists that have been speculated to be the outcome of the cosmetic surgery work is Taemin. The rumors about Taemin plastic surgery were on everyone’s lips at that time. Lee Tae min was born on July 18th, 1993. He is a South Korean dancer, singer, model, and actor. Taemin is a member of the South Korean boy band Shinee. Taemin debut in the music industry as started as a solo artist. His first album was released on August 18th, 2014. In as much as the artist has been greatly known throughout the country, the public seemed to be interested in knowing any rumors about their idol.

[image: ]

What did the media say about Taemin Plastic Surgery?

When first hearing the rumors about Taemin plastic surgery, people would be really tempted to forage for the photos which show the difference before and after the plastic surgery. In fact, there have been a great number of photos which showed the difference between before and after Taemin plastic surgery. These photos, spread on the internet, truly made media even crazier to chase the news and rumors about Taemin plastic surgery. One of many glaring difference shown by the pictures was the difference in his eyes. It was once rumored that Taemin had plastic surgery done on his eyelid. You can clearly see that his eyelid these days have been much more lifted and sharpened, which are different from those in the former photos. Indeed, this initial surgery manages to escalate his look in that he looks much more masculine with the new eyelids. The eyes also look much more wide open than they were in the past. At first, this rumors on his eyelid surgery managed to attract public interest. Then were there any other knife works that Taemin had ever taken before?

[image: ]

The Other Rumors about Taemin Plastic Surgery Scandals

For sure, there had been so many things spoken by the public and media about Taemin cosmetic surgery. In addition to the eyelid surgery, which was successfully done by Taemin, it once was also rumored that he had another plastic surgery done on his nose. Previously, as you can see in the before and after the plastic surgery that his nose is a little bit bigger and wider with a wider tip of the nose. This look is no longer present these days as Taemin’s nose has been different somehow. There were wider ridge and nostril on his face. However, this is no longer visible in as much as his nose has been much more pointed and slimmer. This look certainly makes him much more sparkling than he was with the previous nose. No matter what has been said about Taemin plastic surgery, lots of people, as well as his fans, are infatuated in his look, the one he has after the rumored plastic surgery. After all, it is still uncertain whether he really had the knife work.
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                                    Korea has been renowned as one of the most massive countries in music and drama industry. There are a lot of artist, actors, and actresses that have been successful to gain their success in the movie industry and music realm. One of those artists is Taecyeon. In 2008, Taecyeon took part in Mnet’s Hot Blood Men that followed the massively extreme training in order to be a member of the boy band popularly known as One Day. This boy band indeed spawned two boy bands, which were 2AM and 2PM. The latter was the one in which Taecyeon was involved. Six months after the movie Hot Blood Men was finished, the band managed to start their debut on the tube. Taecyeon actually managed to get public interest through his performance in the boy band. Taecyeon was born on December 12th, 1988. Just like any other artists in Korea, Taecyeon career success was not without scandals. There had been a number of rumors related to him. One of the most shocking rumors was Taecyeon plastic surgery. Regardless of how many had been said to refute the rumors about Taecyeon plastic surgery, the public was so curious whether the singer indeed had the knife work to get his look changed and improved.
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Another Korean Defending Plastic Surgery

Plastic surgery has been indeed attributed to the realm of artists in Korea. In this case, based on isuwft.com the rumors about Taecyeon plastic surgery was not undeniable since there had been so many rumors about artists taking the knife work to get their look escalated. The rumors about Taecyeon knife work indeed were corroborated by the existence of some photos on the internet which were meant to show the difference, rumored ones, between before and after he had the knife work. As you can see in the photo, there seemed to be a different, visible on, on his nose. In the former photo of Taecyeon, you can see that he had rather a bulbous nose. Also, he had rather wide ridge and nostril. This, however, had been invisible in the later photos of Taecyeon. In the latter photo, you can notice that his nose has been much slimmer than before. The other noticeable thing was that his nose appeared more pointed with the smaller tip of the nose. This certainly escalated the rumors about Taecyeon plastic surgery. Even though there had been so many buzzes about his nose jobs, his fans seemed to neglect what the media said about his new look.
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Good Cosmetic Technique or Good Knife Work? 

Without question, it has been really hard, if not arduous, to judge the truth behind any rumors about artists, including the scandal attributed to Taecyeon. Lots of people questioned the truth that backgrounded the rumors about him. Even though lots of things got said about Taecyeon plastic surgery, nothing had been ever confirmed by the very singer. He said that all he did to get hi look was daily work out and a healthy lifestyle. This apparently true, to some extent. If you see the Men’s Health magazine cover, you can see that his body looks so well built. This can be saliently attributed to the daily exercise that he had. He once said that he was only a regular person, who had no interest to get any of her body changed through the knife work. Well, that is all that the rumors and media said about Taecyeon plastic surgery. What will you say about all of these? Everyone certainly has their own judgment about Taecyeon rumors.
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                                    Swoosie Kurtz has been very well known as an American actress. She was born on September 6th, 1944. Swoosie Kurtz has won some Emmy Awards and also two times Tony Award winner. Kurtz managed to make her Broadway debut in the 1970s. She was successful in receiving five Tony Award nominations. Besides, she has also won two for Fifth Of July in 1981 as well as The House of Blue Leaves in 1986. The other nominations that she managed to get were for the movies entitled Frozen in 2004, Tartuffe in 1988, and Heartbreak House in 2007. Not only was she popular in the movie industry, but Swoosie Kurtz was also popular for her career trajectories in television programs. Swoosie Kurtz has been involved in a great number of television programs that brought her career even higher in that she was successful in getting some awards. She has been successful in receiving Emmy Award Nominations. The other television credits devoted appraising was Pushing Daisies, CBS sitcom Mike and Molly.
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Regardless of the fact that she was so successful in her career trajectories, Swoosie Kurtz was apparently not free from rumors. There had been some rumors attributed to Swoosie Kurtz. One of the most shocking rumors about Swoosie was the Swoosie Kurtz plastic surgery scandals. Even though none had been said at that time to confirm or refute the rumors, the speculations about Swoosie Kurtz plastic surgery really massively boomed media at that time.

Another Secret to Preserve Beauty?

There has been lots or rumors about artists or celebs in the United States. Most of them would be really tempted to get their beauty and sparkle preserved as long as possible. Presumably, this has something to do with the demands and obsession with the success that their career may offer. No matter what has been done, there seems to be unbearable emergence of the sings of aging. Therefore, cosmetic surgery has been speculated as one of the most effective, though unnaturally, way to get your beauty to remain intact. This has been speculated to be one of many plastic surgery rumors about Swoosie Kurtz.

As you know in the aforementioned mini-biography, Swoosie Kurt is going to be at her sixties, the age at which everyone will show more signs of aging. However, this does not seem to happen on Swoosie Kurtz. You can see in the photo of before and after the rumored plastic surgery that Swoosie shows only very few signs of aging. Even though she has been more than fifty years old, you can see that her breasts still remain so lifted and youthful as if she were only at her thirty. This clearly indicated that she had the boobs jobs done.

[image: ]

Making Beauty Intact

Most artists would be really tempted to get their look escalated. This also happens on Swoosie Kurtz. You can see that her face does not show any signs of aging. With all the career and success that she has achieved, remaining beautiful and youthful certainly means a lot for her. As what has been shown by the pictures, you can see that her face still looks so fresh and tight. That youthful look suddenly created the rumors claiming that she had facelift surgery to get her face changed and preserved. In the photos which are different by ten years, there seems to be no different on her face. So what will you say on the rumors germane to Swoosie Kurtz plastic surgery? Certainly, there are things that may refute or even corroborate the issues.
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                                    It is having a beautiful face and sparkling look definitely what every woman wants. Especially when taking into account the potential it may accrue in the movie of Celebes and artists, beautiful and gorgeous look can be deemed as one of the most overriding key that can boost anyone to gain the success and popularity that they desire the most. This will later lead to them being truly famous and fraught with success. The other thing apparently comes as a dilemma for those who really manage to get the success that they have dreamt about, the problem of aging. This problem of aging certainly makes some Celebes and artists frustrated as this may impede the fame that they have previously gained. One of the most frequently rumored solution to this is plastic surgery. This particular knife work has been known as the most instant and significant way to change and even improve how someone looks in front of the public. One of the many artists that have been speculated to have undergone plastic surgery is SussanaHoffs. Susana Hoffs has been recognized as one of the most successful actresses in the United States. Once it was rumored that she decided to go under the knife to get her to look escalated and, without a question, preserved. Indeed, the rumors about Sussana Hoffs’ plastic surgery managed to attract public interest.
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What was changed through the knife work?

Lots of people including her fans were curious about what had been changed through the rumored knife work. Apparently, this issue has been much more escalated than its first version in that there had been so many pictures on the internet which tried to show the difference she had before and after the speculated plastic surgery. If you happened to find any photos of Sussana Hoffs before and after the plastic surgery, you would see that she indeed managed to get her to look changed or, presumably, improved. There had been some issues regarding what had been changed by SussanaHoffs through her plastic surgery. First, you can see that her nose had been much more pointed and much more shaped than the previous one in the former pictures. This apparently leads to the rumors speculating that Sussana has done some nose jobs. Also, you can see that her face remains so young and beautiful regardless of the fact that she is going to be at her fifties. This also sparks another rumor saying that she may have done some botox injections. Indeed, Botox injections have been known to get someone’s look to remain young and youthful, something that most artists are dying to have in order to have their career lit.

[image: ]

What was the secret to her beauty?

Of course, lots of artists may have resorted to making up technique and its accompanying essentials. However, all those things surely have their limitations. One of the many rumors about Sussana Hoffs plastic surgery was that she had cosmetic surgery to get her to look improved beautifully. In addition to the rumored rhinoplasty that has been speculated to have been done on her nose, she was also rumored to take breast implants to make her boobs more lifted and rounder. Sussana will be at her fifties soon. However, there seem to be no signs of sagging on her breast. Lots of her fans then speculated that she indeed had boobs jobs. Also, this may be attributed to the difference in the photos on before and after the plastic surgery. You can see in the former photo that her breasts were rather small. Yet, this look is no longer visible in the newer photo in that her boobs seem so youthful and voluminous as if she were at her twenties.
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                                    Sophia Loren, also known as Sofia Villani Scicolone, was an Italian actress who was born on September 20th, 1934. She has been known as one of the most renowned and honored actresses in the international movie industry. She started her career when she was only fourteen years old after she had entered a beauty pageant in 1949. Being encouraged to take part in acting lessons, Sophia Loren appeared in a number of small parts and some minor roles up until the late of the 1950s when she had the contract with Paramount. It was also this company that managed to boost her career by orbiting her name in the movie industry and further got her in massively popular movies. Some of the successful movies in which she was involved were Houseboat, That Kind of Woman, as well as It, Started in Naples. It was not until her performance in Vittorio De Sica’s Two Women that most directors recognized her talents as an actress. Since then many movies were starred by Sophia Loren. Besides all the fame that she gained in the movie industry, Sophia Loren has also been recognized as the actress earning six David di Donatello Awards as the best female actress. Sophia Loren indeed managed to get public interest at that time when her name was involved in major movies. However, Sophia Loren’s career was not free from scandals. One of many scandals that tainted her life as well as her career was the rumors about Sophia Loren’s plastic surgery.
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When did it happen?

As we all know, Sophia Loren has retired these days. But, the rumors about her plastic surgery lingered on everyone’s lips up until now. It is of no surprise that the actress had the plastic surgery in as much as her face truly radiated lots of enchantment and sparkle when she was active as an actress although you can still notice the charm that she once had. Lots of people then speculated that she had the rumored plastic surgery at the early of her career. If she indeed had done the plastic surgery at that time, so what would she have done to get the look that we usually see today? Presumably, the pressure and demand that she got from her career posed the most demanding and forcing reason to go under the knife. The rather unconvincing rumors about Sophia Loren plastic surgery was that she had taken a nose job. Once she said that she would not have her nose changed. Even though people assumed that she had the French nose through the nose job, she blatantly refuted the rumors. It was said that she liked her face so much and she did not think of having any surgery on that beautiful face.
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Rumors Revealed or Refuted

After the rumors got spread in public, lots of journalists would be dying to get the information from Sophia Loren. Even though the rumors about Sophia Loren plastic surgery were really shocking, Sophia herself mentioned that she had had no interest to have her face changed through the knife work. Loren, who was once a beauty pageant, clearly mentioned that she did not agree when her photographer suggested that she had better her face smoothened through knife work. She said that all she had was only make-up technique. Nothing more was done on her face. No matter how crazy the rumors have gone, Sophia Loren kept saying that she is truly afraid of undergoing the knife work. Even though many people got so happy with the outcome of knife work, she said that she was really uninterested in that cosmetic artificial work.
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